It has been recently claimed that dark matter could be in the form of a Bose-Einstein condensate (BEC) in order to explain the dynamics at large distances from the galactic center [Boehmer, Harko, JCAP 0706, 025 (2007)]. In this paper we explore the possibility of wormhole formation in galactic halos due to the dark matter BEC. In particular we have found a new wormhole solution supported by BEC dark matter using the expressions for the density profile of the BEC and rotation velocity along with the Einstein field equations to calculate the wormhole red shift function as well as the shape function. To this end, we show that for a specific choose of the central density of the condensates our wormhole solution satisfies the flare our condition. Furthermore we check the null, weak, and strong condition at the wormhole throat with a radius r 0 . Using the volume integral quantifier, we show that for reasonable values of parameters it is theoretically possible to construct BEC wormhole without exotic matter such that the wormhole extends form r 0 to a a cut off radius situated at 'a . Moreover we have introduced a Kerr-like metric for a rotating BEC wormhole to study the effect of BEC dark matter on the Lense-Thirring precession frequencies. Namely, we have shown that the obtained precession frequencies lie within a range of typical quasi-periodic oscillations (QPOs).
I. INTRODUCTION
Wormholes are solutions of the Einstein field equations in the context of general theory of relativity. They are discribed as tunnel-like objects which may connect different spacetime regions within the universe, or different universes [1, 2] . It is interesting to note that Einstein and Rosen famously proposed a geometric model for elementary particles in terms of the Einstein-Rosen bridge (ERB) which turns out to be unsuccessful [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . The study of traversable wormholes (TWs) has attracted a lot of interest in the literature. Starting from the pioneering work on traversable wormholes with a phantom scalar field by Ellis [7, 8] and Bronnikov [9] , followed by other wormhole models studied by Clement [10] , including the seminal work of Morris and Thorne [11] . It has been shown that the geometry of TW requires a spacial kind of exotic matter concentrated at the wormhole throat (to keep the spacetime region open at the throat) implying a special kind of matter which violates the energy conditions, such as the null energy condition (NEC) [12] . It is speculated that such a matter can exists in the context of quantum field theory.
Dark matter is a hypothetical form of matter that makes up about 27% of the matter-energy composition of the Universe. Numerous candidates are proposed from particle physics and supersymmetric string theory such as axions and wimps, though, as of today, there is no direct experimental detection of dark matter. Nevertheless, recent experimental observations strongly suggest that dark matter reveal its presence in many astrophysical phenomena, especially in the emergence of galactic rotation curves [13] , the galaxy clusters dynamics [14] , to cosmological scales of anisotropies encoded in the cosmic microwave background measured by PLANCK [15] . TWs have been studied in different modified theories of gravity, such as f (R) and f (T), where R is the Ricci scalar and T is the torsion of the spacetime, respectively [16] [17] [18] [19] , TWs in Born-Infeld gravity [20] , TWs with global monopole charge and deflection of light [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] . Rahaman et al. [26] first proposed the possible existence of wormholes in the outer regions of the galactic halo based on the Navarro-Frenk-White (NFW) density profile, then they used the Universal Rotation Curve (URC) dark matter model to obtain analogous results for the central parts of the halo [27] . In a very interesting idea, Boehmer and Harko, argued that the dark matter required to explain the dynamics of the neutral hydrogen clouds at large distances from the galactic center could be in the form of BEC [28] . Cosmological dynamics of BEC dark matter were investigated in [29] , gravitational lensing and stability properties of Bose-Einstein condensate dark matter halos have already been studied [30] , for the relativistic non-minimally coupled case see [31] . In Ref. [32] authors studied the quantum simulation of traversable wormhole spacetimes, while for thin shell BEC see [33] . A static and Kerr-like black hole metric due to the BEC dark matter was recently found by [36] . Motivated by the above works, in the present paper, we study the possibility of TW formation due to non-relativistic dark matter BEC.
The present paper is organized as follows. In Section II we briefly review the BEC dark matter idea. In Section III, we construct a new wormhole solution supported by non-relativistic BEC matter. In Section IV, we elaborate the flare-out condition and together with the energy conditions. In Section V, we calculate the exotic matter required to hold these wormholes open. In Section VI, we introduce a Kerr-like metric for a rotating BEC wormhole solution.
In Section VII, we study the LT precession of a test gyroscope. In Section VIII, we study the observational aspect by calculating the nodal precession frequencies. Finally in Section V, we comment on our results.
II. DARK MATTER AS BOSE-EINSTEIN CONDENSATE
In this section, we outline the theory of BEC dark matter following [28] . Let us recall that in a quantum system with N interacting condensed bosons, the quantum state of the bosons can be represented by a single-particle quantum state. The many-body system of interacting bosons in external potential V ext can be described by the Hamiltonian [28] 
in whichΨ( r) andΨ + ( r) represent the boson field operators that annihilate and create a particle at the position r, respectively. Note that V ( r − r ) is known as the two-body interatomic potential, and V rot ( r) stands the potential which encodes the rotation of the BEC. In the present paper we shall neglect this term, therefore we set V rot ( r) = 0. As for V ext ( r), we assume that it is the gravitational potential V, V ext = V, and it satisfies the [28] Poisson equation
where ρ m = mρ is the mass density inside the BEC. If we consider only the first approximation and neglect the rotation of the BEC, i.e. V rot = 0, the radius R of the BEC is calculated to be [28]
where α is a constant. For the density distribution of the dark matter BEC the following result is recovered
where k = Gm 3 /h 2 α and ρ 
From the last equation one can find the tangential velocity v 2 tg (r) = Gm DM (r)/r of a test particle moving in the dark halo given by [28] 
where k = π/R.
III. TRAVERSABLE WORMHOLES DUE TO DARK MATTER BEC
In this section, we shall proceed to find a wormhole solution supported by BEC dark matter Eq. (4). To do so, let us consider a static and spherically symmetric spacetime ansatz, commonly termed as Morris-Thorne traversable wormhole, which in Schwarzschild coordinates can be written as follows (from now on we shall use the natural units G = c =h = 1)
in which Φ(r) and b(r) are known as the redshift and shape functions, respectively. Of course, in the wormhole geometry the redshift function Φ(r) should be finite in order to avoid the formation of an event horizon and should tend to zero for large r to ensure asymptotic flatness. On the other hand the shape function b(r) determines the wormhole geometry, with the following condition b(r 0 ) = r 0 , where r 0 is the radius of the wormhole throat. Consequently, it follows that the shape function must satisfy the flaring-out condition:
in which b (r) = db dr < 1, must hold at the throat of the wormhole. We recall that the other hand Einstein's field equations reads
where T µν is the stress-energy-momentum tensor describing the distribution and charactaristics of matter via energy density and pressure. For the BEC dark matter, we shall employ an anisotropic fluid with the following energymomentum tensor components
The components of Einstein tensor for a generic wormhole metric (7) are computed as follows
Using these equations the energy-momentum components yields
with P = P θ = P ϕ . Let us recall that the rotational velocity of a test particle in spherically symmetric space-time, within the equatorial plane is determined by [28] v 2 tg (r) = r Φ (r).
Combining Eq. (18) with the expression for the test particle moving in the dark halo given by Eq. (6), we find Solving this differential equation we find
where C 1 is a constant of integration. Thus, the g tt component of the metric tensor yields
However the new constant D is absorbed by rescaling the time coordinate t → Dt. Note that the function exp (2Φ(r)) is constrained by the relation
In fact we can see this graphically from the Fig. 1 . Next, we assume that the density of the wormhole matter to be the profile density of the BEC, i.e. ρ(r) = ρ DM (r). From Eq. (15) it follows that
Solving this differential equation we find the solution
Using the condition b(r 0 ) = r 0 , we can fix the constant C 2 for the wormhole shape function. The final result for the shape function is obtained as follows
In a similar way, the functions b(r)/r is constrained by the following relation
In this sense, our solution is not asymptotically flat. Finally the wormhole line element supported by BEC matter can be recast in the following form
In order to maintain the wormhole structure, the flaring out condition needs to be satisfied in order to keep the wormhole mouth open. This condition at the wormhole throat region is given by the following relation (by restoring temporary the constants G and c):
Taking r 0 = 9.11 kpc for the wormhole throat radius, central density for BEC ρ c DM = 2 × 10 −25 g/cm 3 [28] , BEC radius R = 16 kpc, we find that indeed this condition is indeed satisfied
FIG. 2 The figure shows the behavior of b (r 0 ) as a function of r 0 and ρ c DM , for chosen R = 9 and ρ ∈ [0, 0.01] and r 0 ∈ (0, 2] in units G = c =h = 1. We note that only r 0 > 0 is physically acceptable.
For more information, in Fig. 2 we plot a domain of parameters which satisfies the flare-out condition. Since the wormhole metric is not asymptotically flat, we can employ matching conditions by truncating the wormhole metric at radius a and connecting with the exterior Schwarzschild black hole metric, as the later corresponds to vacuum solution and asymptotically flat. Now imposing the continuity we find [35] 
From the second equation we find b(a) = 2M. Solving these equations implicitly provide the value of truncated radius a, where the matching occurs.
IV. ENERGY CONDITIONS
Given the redshift function and the shape function, we can compute the energy-momentum components. In particular for the radial component we find
where
On the other hand using Eq. (18) for the tangential component of the pressure we find the following result
Next let use discuss the issue of energy conditions and make some regional plots to check the validity of all energy conditions. Recall that the WEC is defined by T µν U µ U ν ≥ 0 i.e.,
where T µν is the energy momentum tensor and U µ denotes the timelike vector. This means that local energy density is positive and it gives rise to the continuity of NEC, which is defined by T µν k µ k ν ≥ 0 i.e.,
where k µ is a null vector. The strong energy condition (SEC) stipulates that
and
At first sight from Figs. 3-4 looks like there exists a domain of parameters where the NEC, WEC, and SEC, are satisfied for reasonable values of r. In all plots we have chosen values for the wormhole throat; r 0 = {0.5, 1, 1.5, 2} with ρ c DM = 0.01, such that the flare out condition is satisfied, namely b (r 0 ) < 1 in all cases. A careful numerical analyses shows that (ρ + P r + 2P) | r 0 ={0.5;1;1.5;2} = {0.00155, 0.00124, 0.00074, 0.00011} > 0 at the wormhole throat, r = r 0 . Unfortunately, we find that (ρ + P r ) | r 0 ={0.5;1;1.5;2} = {−1.14920, −0.02999, −0.00813, −0.00073} < 0 by a very small quantity. This shows that the energy condition in general is violated by a very small and arbitrary quantity. From a quantum mechanical point of view, it is known that quantum fluctuations violate most energy conditions without any restrictions and this opens the possibility that quantum fluctuations may play an important role in the wormhole stability. On the other hand, by choosing ρ c DM > 0.01, say in the interval ρ c DM = [0.01, 0.05], all energy conditions holds, unfortunately, in that case, the flare out condition can not be satisfied. Furthermore we note that only r 0 > 0 is physically acceptable in all plots. 
FIG. 4 Left panel:
It is shown the variation of ρ DM + 2P as a function of r, with R = 9 and ρ c DM = 0.01. Right panel: It is shown the the variation of ρ DM + P r + 2P as a function of r, with R = 9 and ρ c DM = 0.01. Note that in both plots we have chosen, r 0 = 0.5, r 0 = 1, r 0 = 1.5 and r 0 = 2, from left to right, respectively.
V. AMOUNT OF EXOTIC MATTER
An interesting quantity to consider is the "volume integral quantifier," which basically quantifies the amount of exotic matter required for wormhole maintenance. This quantity is related only to ρ and P r , not to the transverse components, and is defined in terms of the following definite integral [47] 
which can be written also as
As we already pointed out, the value of this volume-integral encodes information about the "total amount" of exotic matter in the spacetime, and we are going to evaluate this integral for our shape function b(r). It is convenient to introduce a cut off such that the wormhole extends form r 0 to a radius situated at 'a and then we get the very simple result
In the special case a → r 0 , we should find (ρ + P r ) → 0. Such a wormhole is supported by arbitrarily small quantities of violating matter. Evaluating the above integral we find that
It is interesting to see from Fig. 5 that there exits a domain of parameters where I V > 0, implying a regular matter source which supports the BEC wormhole solution. In particular, for r 0 = 1, ρ c DM = 0.01, and R = 9, we find three cases: Firstly, if the wormhole radius is situated in the interval a ∈ [1, 2.5], then we find I V < 0. Secondly, if a ∈ [2.6, 7.7], then I V > 0. Finally, if a ∈ [7. 8, 9] , we find I V < 0. We have chosen r 0 = 1 and R = 9, with a ∈ [1, 9] and ρ c DM ∈ [0, 0.01].
VI. A KERR-LIKE METRIC FOR ROTATING WORMHOLES
In this section we intend to use a rotating metric that guarantees the metric regularity of our wormhole solution. Following the arguments in Ref. [48] we generalize our solution (27) by introducing a Kerr-like metric which describes a rotating wormhole in BEC dark matter halo. The metric has the following form
VII. LENSE-THIRRING PRECESSION OF TEST GYROSCOPE
Due to rotation of a spacetime there are always frame dragging effects. To measure geodetic precession effects that are due to curvature and Lense-Thirring due to frame dragging of the earth NASA have launch the Gravity Probe B (GP-B) in 2004 [38, 39] . Recently, the precession frequency effects of Kerr black hole [40] and Kerr-like black holes in dark energy and dark matter have been discussed in the literature [41, 42] . The precession frequency effects in a rotating traversable wormhole also have been studied in the literature [43] .
In this section we study the Lense-Thirring precession frequency of a test gyroscope in a Kerr-like rotating wormholes. Consider an observer in stationary rotating spacetime of wormhole with timelike Killing vector field K. Then to remain at rest in this spacetime it has to move along an integral curve γ(τ) of Killing vector field K with four velocity
The spin precession frequency of a gyroscope attached to this observer (with respect to a fixed star) coincides with the vorticity field associated with the Killing congruence and thus defined as [44 ]
where * represents the Hodge star operator, ∧ represent wedge productK andΩ are one-forms of K and Ω s . Note that here * K ∧ dK regarded as measure of absolute rotation. Now if we assume that the components of the metric tensor g µν of spacetime are independent of t = x 0 and the Killing vector K = ∂ 0 , then the precession frequency is called the LT precession frequency and is given by [44 ]
where ε ijl is the Levi-Civita symbol, g is the determinant of the metric g µν and "," denotes the partial derivative. Using the metric components from (46) we get
The magnitude of the LT precession frequency is The vector field of the LT-precession frequency for a rotating wormhole is plotted. Due to the fact that the metric is regular, the vector field is defined inside the wormhole as well as outside the ergoshpere.
VIII. OBSERVATIONAL ASPECT
Recently, Zhou et al have studied the X-ray reflected spectrum of a thin accretion disk around the rotating Ellis wormhole [45] . They have suggested that the wormholes may look like black holes and they have found some specific observational signatures by which it is possible to distinguish rotating wormholes from Kerr black holes. The rotating wormhole studied here in this manuscript may not be a compact object but if a particle moves in the spacetime of rotating wormhole it experiences some changes in periodic motion along spatial coordinates. Here we plot Ω LT as a function of r for different values of θ. Left panel:Initially, with the increase of r we observe that in all cases a particular peak value for Ω LT is obtained. Then Ω LT decreases with the increase of r. Right panel: as the observer approaches the wormhole Ω LT increases, then a particular peak value is obtained depending on the particular value a, and finally decreases with the decrease of r.
These changes in periodic motion along radial coordinate r, angular coordinate θ and φ are characteristic by three frequencies of a test particle orbiting the wormhole are the radial epicyclic frequency (REF) Ω r , the vertical epicyclic frequency (VEF) Ω θ and the Kepler frequency (KF) Ω φ , respectively. The Kepler frequency of a particle is defined as [46] Ω φ = dφ dt = −g tφ ± g tφ − g tt g φφ g φφ |r = cons., θ=cons.
where prime denotes the derivative respect to "r". Here +/− signs corresponds to direct/retrograde rotation, respectively. Using the coefficients of metric tensor g µν from (46) we get
The angular momentum of the particle is defined as
The REC frequency of a particle at any fixed in the spacetime is defined as
where Γ = g tt g φφ − g 2 tφ .
(61)
which gives
The VEC frequency is defined as
which gives the frequency
FIG. 8 Left panel: The plane precession frequency Ω θ as a function of r for different values of a is plotted. We have considered R = 9, ρ DM = 0.01 and a dark matter halo mass M DM = 10M (=15 km). From left to right, a = 0.5, a = 0.75, a = 1, and 1.5, respectively. Right panel: It is shown the nodal precession frequency Ω θ as a function of r for different values of a is plotted. From left to right, a = 0.25, a = 0.5, a = 0.75, a = 1, and 1.5, respectively
Using the above relations, we can define the following two quantities
Where Ω nod measures the orbital plane precession and is usually known as the nodal precession frequency(or Lense-Thirring precession frequency), on the other hand Ω per measures the precession of the orbit and is known as the periastron precession frequency. Finally we point out that negative values of Ω nod , can be interpreted as a reversion of the precession direction. We provide a detailed analyses of our results in Fig. 9 , where we highlight the observational aspects by calculating the impact of the BEC dark matter effect on ν nod which we can identify with HF QPOs. To convert Ω nod to ν nod , one can use the relation ν nod [k Hz]=Ω nod [km −1 ] 300 2π × 10M M DM . From Fig. 9 , we see that with the increase of a, and r the position of the peak shifts to the right, in other words, all frequencies become smaller and smaller with the increase of r. Interestingly, we see that the obtained frequencies belongs to the interval of typical QPOs [49] [50] [51] [52] . As of today, however, the correct explanation behind the QPO effect is not well understood, although QPOs are linked with the relativistic precession of the accretion disk near black holes/neutron stars. Our results here show that QPOs can be also linked with the relativistic precession of the rotating BEC wormhole.
FIG. 9
The nodal precession frequency ν nod as a function of r for different values of a is plotted. We have considered ρ DM = 0.01 and a dark matter halo mass M DM = 10M (=15 km). From left to right, a = 0.25, a = 0.5, a = 0.75, a = 1, and 1.5, respectively. As we already pointed out the negative values of ν nod , can be interpreted as a reversion of the precession direction.
IX. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have obtained a new wormhole solution supported by static and non-relativistic BEC. More specifically, we have used the relation for the density profile of the BEC along with the rotation velocity to determine the wormhole red shift function and the shape function. To this end, we have calculated the radial and tangential pressures, respectively. It is shown that, for a specific choose of the central density of the condensates ρ c DM and wormhole throat r 0 our wormhole solution satisfies the flare our condition at the wormhole throat. Furthermore we have checked the weak, strong and null energy condition at the wormhole throat. We find a domain of parameters such that ρ ≥ 0, ρ + 2P ≥ and ρ + P r + 2P ≥ 0, together with the flare our condition are satisfied at the wormhole throat r = r 0 . On the other hand, using the same parameters, we show that ρ + P r ≥ 0 is violated by arbitrarily small quantities. From a classical point of view this implies a violation of energy conditions, however from a quantum mechanical point of view it is known that such small violations of the energy conditions can occur due to quantum fluctuations. Using the volume integral quantifier with a cut-off a we find an interval which theoretically allows the possibility to construct BEC wormholes without exotic matter.
Introducing a Kerr-like metric for a rotating BEC wormhole we studied the LT effect. In particular, we have shown that the nodal frequencies lie within a range of observed typical QPOs, in other words QPOs can be linked with the relativistic precession of the rotating BEC wormhole. The interesting thing is that, the accretion disk is expected to change with time, therefore one can study the full evolution of QPO frequencies as the accretion disk, say, approaches the wormhole/black hole. A careful analysis of QPOs by future experiments can be potentially used to distinguish different objects, say black holes from wormholes. The radius of BEC matter R should be larger then the wormhole radius r 0 , i.e. R > r 0 . However, since the WH is supported by DM, which is quite plenty in the halo, there exists a possibility that the WH eats up all the halo DM and increase in size. In this case, r 0 = R ultimately occurs. It is known that a galaxy composed mainly of dark matter, however in a realistic situation, a galaxy also consists of a baryonic (normal) matter. In the preset paper, we considered only the effect of BEC dark matter, however it will be interesting to add the baryonic matter effect with a total mass M = M DM + M B . The effect of baryonic matter are expected to tiny modify our results, and we plan to study such a problem in the near future.
